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CONFERENCE SNAPSHOT
Wed 30th Sept

Conference – Day One (Registrations from 7:30am– Conference starts at 9:00am)
Gala Dinner – The Hilton Ballroom (7:00pm start)

Thur 1st Oct

Conference - Day Two (New registrations from 7:30am – Conference starts at 9:00am)
Closing Drinks - Arthouse Hotel (2min walk from Hilton)
Fellows Dinner 8:00pm

Fri 2nd Oct

Workshops - At the Hilton (from 9am – 1pm)

what’s your story?

Message from the Co-Chairs
We look forward to welcoming you at the 2009 Conference in Sydney or, as
we are thinking of it, a party with papers, presentations, panel discussions,
posters and Pecha Kucha!
Conference regulars will note the new features this year. The very first
Asia Pacific Research Conference will be running concurrently, providing
a unique opportunity to network with colleagues, clients and partners
from around the region. Day Two also has a Young Researchers’ Group
stream and an Operations stream to provide the widest possible appeal to
those working in our industry.
As for the main menu, it’s a packed programme that offers something for
everyone and with prices held down this year, 100 Stories offers unrivalled
value for money.
We received more submissions in 2009 than ever before, and are proud
to present some of the best thinkers, speakers and achievers within the
research industry in Australia and overseas.
Andy Dexter has been instrumental in transforming the UK Market
Research Society Conference, as well as winning awards for his papers
and presentations there. He is now leading another transformation with
his new agency Truth. We also have John Kearon, CEO of innovative UK
agency BrainJuicer.
Michael Greenacre is one of the world’s leading market research
statisticians. Tony Keusgen will provide the inside track on world market
leader Google. Adam Ferrier is one of Australia’s leading marketing
and advertising players.
After lunch on Wednesday, we break into streams that provide
a tantalising but agonising choice: Neuroscience,
Government Communications or Metrics? Consumer
Insights, Youth or Quant Tech?

Relationships & Archetypes. That’s going to be a really tough decision, but
we wanted to give all these great topics a chance to find their audience.
After the mid-morning break, you can choose between streams on Arts
& Community, Evaluation and Social progress or a special ‘Sample Slam’
session: five presenters speaking for 10 minutes each on what’s new in
the world of panel sample, customer analytics and online communities.
To keep the energy levels high after lunch we’re putting ourselves in
the safe hands of one of Australia’s leading motivational speakers and
trainers, Bruce Sullivan, and taking a closer glimpse at the Best Job in the
World contest from Tourism Queensland.
One of the highlights from last year’s Conference was Pecha Kucha – a
high energy presentation format of 20 slides for 20 seconds each. This
year, brace yourself for Pecha Kucha State of Origin – NSW vs QLD.
This Conference started with a dream (a visioning workshop to be more
precise) and will end with a bit of crystal ball gazing from an esteemed
panel of thinkers from within our industry and without. Chris Riquier from
TNS has accepted the challenge of chairing this panel. Brave man.
Many of you will know Geraldine Doogue and Anh Do from your TV
screens. Book-ending the conference will be their unique perspectives on
multicultural Australia and its place in the region.
For those who want still more brain exercise, we finish with three halfday intensive workshops to choose from on Friday morning. Quanties
can have an intensive workout with Michael Greenacre. Qualies
and those aspiring to be trusted advisers to clients on their
business strategies can bunker down with Andy Dexter. Social
researchers can spend a morning in the company of one
of Australia’s leading evaluators, Alison Wallace.
We’re very proud of this conference program, and look
forward to seeing you there,

After the glorious dinner and evening’s entertainment,
we will reconvene on Thursday morning with a choice of
four streams: Retailing, Social Marketing, Web 2.0 and

Paul Vittles and Duncan Rintoul

Welcome from our Platinum Sponsor
The warmest welcome to all the delegates, speakers and contributers
to this the first Asia Pacific Research Conference, incorporated into the
annual AMSRS conference 2009.
The year has not been an easy one, with the global economy receding and
the effects of some significant restructuring to our own industry over the
past couple of years starting to take full effect. Fortunately we are a fairly
optimistic lot and that has helped pull us through these tricky times.
This optimism and resilience has infused into our conference, with the
100 stories ranging from posters to plenary sessions offering a serious
opportunity to grow and develop personally and as a community. I am
certain this will be a great conference given all the hard work by so many
and the great job done by the Society.
It is an immense honour for my company ekas marketing research
services to be the platnium sponsor in Sydney once again. I am excited
and looking forward to absorbing some of these 100 stories. With my
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company trading since the early seventies we have seen thousands of
market research stories and we are hotly in pursuit of more.
To those that have made the effort to come to Australia from overseas
may you see the sights, enjoy Sydney’s hospitality, forge new friendships
and meet new colleagues, bringing a regenerated strength to the regional
industry cooperation. This is sure to be a great beginning for Asia Pacific
Research Conferences and I am looking forward to next year’s in Japan.
Enjoy, Ian
Ian Thomas, FAMSRS
Director ekas marketing research services

WHAT’S ON IN ’09
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GFC Rates and
QPMR Discounts

Diversity of Streams

Leading Thinkers
and Thinking Leaders
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Media
Personalities

Asia Pacific
Research Conference

YRG Session &
& Operations Session

More Networking
Opportunities

GFC Rates and QPMR Discounts
We know it’s financially tough this year so we have wound back the
full conference package rates to what they were in 2006. There are
additional discounts for QPMR members.

Diversity of Streams
Something for everyone – Quant and Qual, Commercial and Social
sessions.

Leading thinkers and thinking leaders
The conference program is packed full of international and
local research and business thinkers, including award-winning
conference speakers Andy Dexter and Michael Greenacre, who will
share their knowledge and expertise.

Media personalities
Social commentary and inspiring stories from TV journalist
Geraldine Doogue and comedian Anh Do. See Hugh Mackay, Adam
Ferrier, George Megalogenis and many more.

Just Google It

3 Intensive
Workshops

Just Google it
Google’s National Sales Manager, Tony Keusgen, will reveal some
of the secrets of their success and show us an array of research
tools and tips using Google that open up new possibilities for
evidence-based marketing.

YRG Session & Operations Session
We are hosting two separate sessions for Young Researchers
and Operations staff at heavily discounted prices. Information on
eligibility to these sessions is available on the AMSRS website.

More networking opportunities
Unprecedented social networking opportunities with our colleagues
from the Asia Pacific Region.

3 intensive Workshops
The workshops have moved from pre- to post-conference (Fri
2nd October). Pre-register to get your discounts or register at the
conference. (Registration at Conference will depend on availability).

Asia Pacific Research Conference
AMSRS is proud to host and incorporate the inaugural Asia Pacific
Research Conference into our national conference program for
2009. Come and network with our Asian partners.

Book today on www.amsrs.com.au
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KEYNOTE
SPEAKERS
ANDY DEXTER
Managing Partner TRUTH (UK)
KEYNOTE ADDRESS: Recession is Renewal
Andy will help us see recession as a time of re-thinking and reinvention. Existing businesses find creative ways through the
downturn and there is typically a peak in new business start-ups in a recession.
Learn more about how recessions bring a return to fundamental good practice
and lead to necessary innovation to survive in the short-term and prepare to
thrive in the upturn. Clients think more about how to get the most value out of
shrinking budgets. Agencies get more committed and creative around client
relationships and mutually beneficial business development.
As CEO, Andy took Incepta Marketing Intelligence (now Illuminas) to UK Top
Ten status and won Marketing Magazine’s Research Agency of the Year in 2004.
Andy then founded Truth which has reached £4 million turnover in only its
second year and won the UK Best New Agency of the Year Award.
Andy is also a regular award winner at conferences, one of the industry’s
deepest thinkers, and he has been Chair of the UK Market Research Society
Conference on three occasions. He’s a man with a story to tell and opinions
to share.
MICHAEL GREENACRE Professor of Statistics in the
Department of Economics and Business UNIVERSITAT POMPEU
FABRA, BARCELONA (SP)
KEYNOTE ADDRESS: Dynamic Perceptual Mapping
Michael is one of the world’s leading statisticians, and
currently Professor of Statistics at the Universtat Pompeu Fabra in
Barcelona. He is widely published, including his book “Correspondence
Analysis in Practice”, now in its 2nd edition. Michael has a special ability to
turn statistics into stories via perceptual maps.
Perceptual maps have been used extensively for decades, by qualitative and
quantitative market researchers alike, as a means of examining/illustrating
the (dis)similarity between brands in terms of a set of attributes, positioning
consumers relative to brands in terms of their preferences and studying how
demographic and psychometric variables relate to consumer choice.
Invariably, these perceptual maps have been two-dimensional and static.
However, as we enter the era of electronic publishing, the possibilities for
dynamic graphics are opening up.
In this presentation, the effectiveness of introducing motion into perceptual
maps will be demonstrated, using case studies sourced from marketing
and social science research.
The significant increase in interpretation that this approach allows will be
clearly demonstrated, particularly in terms of: different views of the same
data collected according to different protocols; between-individual versus
between-group differences for aggregated data - and the incorporation
of two or more demographic and/or market segment variables for each
respondent in the one display.
TONY KEUSGEN
National Sales Manager, Technology. Google
KEYNOTE ADDRESS: Google – A look inside:
the Google vision, principles, and what’s on the horizon
Tony will tell us all about the Google story, and give us a rare
view inside the workings of this groundbreaking organisation. With a mission
to organise all of the world’s information and make it accessible and useful,
Google has transformed our lives as citizens and researchers. Google has also
developed a reputation as an innovative employer.
Learn about the key ingredients which foster such a culture of innovation, the
rules of innovation that Google follow, and how this approach has resulted
in some of the most utilised applications on the web. We will get an update
on Google’s latest tools and ideas in relation to research, understanding
consumer behaviour and ‘evidence-based marketing’
Tony joined Google in 2006 after previous sales & marketing roles with
Alphawest, Optus and Macquarie Telecom.

FULL INFORMATION AND BIOS AVAILABLE ON
THE AMSRS WEBSITE: www.amsrs.com.au
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INVITED
SPEAKERS
GERALDINE DOOGUE AO
Geraldine Doogue is a renowned Australian journalist and
broadcaster, best known for presenting Life Matters, Compass
and Saturday Extra. Geraldine’s most recent work behind the
camera, as well as in front of the camera, has focused on
Australia’s role on the world stage and its place within the Asia
Pacific Region. We are delighted to have Geraldine opening our conference with
her perspectives and stories.
Geraldine became a journalist in 1972. Whilst covering a story for The
Australian, Geraldine was interviewed for a Four Corners programme and her
impressive performance led to her being offered a role as a TV presenter.
Geraldine has won numerous awards, including a United Nations Media Peace
Prize, a Churchill Fellowship for social and cultural reporting and, in 2003,
becoming an Officer in the Order of Australia for services to the community and
the media.
ANH DO Inspirational Speaker and Comedian
Anh Do is one of Australia’s finest and most in-demand keynote
speakers and entertainers. He is well known to Australian TV
viewers through his appearances on Thank God You’re Here, Rove,
Dancing with the Stars, The Footy Show, and his own Olympic
special, Made in China with Anh Do.
Anh also has a story to tell. He arrived in Australia, aged two, on an eight metre
fishing boat with 47 other Vietnamese refugees cramped like sardines. Water
had run out days before, and one person had already died.
But by the age of 30, Anh was an Australian citizen, a qualified lawyer, and then
voted Comedian of the Year. He is also an accomplished writer, actor and film
producer. Anh’s difficulties and successes as a refugee in Australia over three
decades makes for an inspirational tale that has audiences gripped with emotion
one minute and howling with laughter the next. It will be great to have Anh
closing our conference this year.
ADAM FERRIER Planning Partner / Consumer Psychologist
NAKED
Adam Ferrier began his working life as a Forensic Psychologist,
spending time in maximum security prisons, assessing levels of
dangerousness of inmates. He then made the natural move to
marketing consultancy (Added Value) and Advertising (Saatchi
& Saatchi). Adam’s company (Naked Communications) works for a string of
blue-chip cleints and was Adnews Agency of the Year in 2007.
JOHN KEARON Chief Juicer and Founder, BrainJuicer Group (UK)
John is regarded as one of the leading innovators in the
international market research industry today. John is founder
and CEO of BrainJuicer, which has twice won the ESOMAR award
for Best Methodology. In 2008, John received the Advertising
Research Foundation’s Gold Award for Great Mind/Innovator of
the Year. John started his career as a management trainee with Unilever, rising
to senior marketer at Elida Gibbs.
BRUCE SULLIVAN Keynote Speaker, Author and Business Leader
Bruce is one of Australia’s most dynamic and sought-after
keynote speakers and motivational trainers. He was Keynote
Speaker of the Year in 2007, and is one of only 32 Certified
Speaking Professionals (CSP) in Australia. Bruce’s corporate
clients include AAMI, AMP, BHP, Caltex, Coca-Cola, Coles… the
list is endless. Many of Australia’s top speakers attend Bruce’s workshops to
improve their skills.
HUGH MACKAY Social Researcher and Author
Hugh Mackay has made a lifelong study of the attitudes and
behaviour of Australians. He is the author of twelve books,
including five bestsellers. The second edition of Advance
Australia…Where? was published in September 2008, and his fifth
novel, Ways of Escape, came out in May 2009.
Hugh has graciously donated his time to present his successful career story in
the Young Researchers Group Session on Thursday 1st October.

SOCIAL
EVENTS
GALA Dinner

WORKSHOPS: FRIDAY 2 OCTOBER
The three Conference Workshops will be held on Level 2 of
the Hilton Conferencing Centre from 9:00am till 1:00pm on
Friday 2nd October.
Sponsored by

Morning Tea will be provided.

WORKSHOP ONE

Andy Dexter

The Transition from Qual Researcher to
Business Strategist
Andy will facilitate an intensive examination of the
qualitative researcher’s toolkit and mindset in the
context of moving from ‘carrying out qualitative research’ to being a
trusted adviser to clients on all aspects of their business.
He will provide insights into how successful business advisers evolve.
Andy believes that we must distinguish the qualitative method from the
qualitative mode - the mindset that allows us to interpret any form of
evidence, including quant, in a succinct and actionable way.

Join us at the 2009 Conference Gala Dinner – Casino Royale!
Come as you are and enjoy our pre-dinner drinks at 7pm in
our Exhibition Hall at the Hilton, then enter the Casino Royale,
where you will receive your $10,000 to exchange for chips to
play in our fun Casino whilst networking with your new friends.
Experienced dealers can teach you all you need to know to beat
your colleagues! Blackjack, Poker, Roulette, Craps & Baccarat …
What’s your game? Who will win the Grand Royale Prize for the
most chips at the end of the night?
Enjoy exceptional food from the
Hilton’s top chefs and dance the night
away with our DJ.
Exclusive Casino Showstopper
performances by Vegas’ top cabaret
legends - Liza Minnelli, Better Midler
and Cher!

Business leaders famously take their decisions as much on instinct
and a compelling argument as they do on facts and figures. To make
the transition to trusted advisers, researchers have to embrace this,
and are well placed but often lack the confidence and business tool kit
to do so.
The workshop seeks to discuss these opportunities and barriers in
more detail, and will draw on your own experiences as well as Andy’s
to develop a framework for making the transition.

WORKSHOP TWO

Michael Greenacre

Recent developments of multiple
correspondence analysis in social and market
research
Multiple correspondence analysis (MCA) is the
extension of simple correspondence analysis (CA) to questionnaire
style data, based on many variables or questions that have categorical
response scales. After summarising the basic properties of MCA
and its limits of interpretation, Michael will show some recent
developments which are especially useful for (1) handling missing
data without having to exclude respondents who have a mixture of
substantive responses and missing ones; (2) investigating patterns
of specific response categories, for example the ‘middle’ response
category (“neither agree nor disagree”; “neither important nor
unimportant”; etc...); and (3) partialling out certain response styles
such as aquiescence (i.e., tendency to agree with everything).

WORKSHOP THREE

(actual performers may not appear)

Alison Wallace and Duncan Rintoul

Evaluation: Traps, gaps & victory laps

Closing Drinks
hosted by the YRG

Sponsored by

Come one come all!
Every one of every age is invited to the closing drinks at the
funky Arthouse Hotel (2 mins walk from the Hilton) on Thursday
night.
This event is hosted by the Young Researchers Group but
everyone is welcome!

Evaluation asks questions that are fundamental to
evidence-based decision making in government. Did it
work? Why (or why not)? Where to from here?
Done well, evaluation can be a very rewarding line of work that allows
you, the researcher, to play a significant role in shaping and measuring
social progress.
However, evaluation can also be a tricky business. Big questions,
multiple research methods and complex stakeholder relationships are
just the beginning, and there’s often a lot at stake. This workshop is
designed as an introductory to intermediate session for researchers
who want to become evaluators and evaluators who want to refine
their craft.

FULL INFORMATION AND BIOS AVAILABLE ON
THE AMSRS WEBSITE: www.amsrs.com.au
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CONFERENCE PROGRAM - DAY 1
There was no limit on the number of submissions a company could provide.
All submissions were judged on the same criteria, and papers were chosen on their merits.
Start: 9am CO-CHAIRS: Duncan Rintoul & Paul Vittles
Welcome to Country - Allan Madden - Metro Local Aboriginal Land Council
Welcome from AMSRS President - Peter Harris

MORNING

Welcome from Chair, Asia Pacific Research Committee & JMRA Chairman - Mr Norio Taori
GERALDINE DOOGUE - Australia – a global and regional perspective
Pecha Kucha Conference Peek Paul Vittles and Duncan Rintoul
ANDY DEXTER Truth (UK) - Recession is renewal
ADAM FERRIER Naked - ‘Sorry, insight is not enough’: Why tomorrow’s brand building landscape requires a different style of human understanding.
DISCUSSION TIME/SOCIAL NETWORKING

MORNING TEA - 11:05-11:35am
CHAIR: Paul Costantoura
Welcome Platinum Sponsor Ian Thomas - ekas marketing research services
MICHAEL GREENACRE Universitat Pompeu Fabra (Spain) - Dynamic perceptual mapping
JOHN KEARON BrainJuicer (UK) - Predictive markets: Utilising the wisdom of crowds to slay the sacred cow of scientific sampling
TONY KEUSGEN Google - Google – A look inside: The Google vision, principles, and what’s on the horizon
DISCUSSION TIME

AFTERNOON

SEP TEM B ER 3 0

LUNCH - 1-1:50pm
EMOTION & NEUROSCIENCE

GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATIONS

CHAIR: Liane Ringham

CHAIR: Jacqui Cristiano

It’s not me, it’s you: People-centric media planning - Leveraging
involvement, mind and mood to improve media effectiveness

Under the influence – the role of research in effective drug
and alcohol campaigns

John Cucka with Howard Parry-Husbands
Pollinate

Brent Mackie
NSW Health Community Drug Strategies

Mind, body and brand spirit

Communicating in a crisis - Choosing your words

Liane Ringham and Sara Vickers
Inside Story

David Bruce - Colmar Brunton Social Research with Michele
Hendrie - Australian Government Attorney General’s Department

Darwin’s feelings – A framework of evolution and emotion
Huw Hepworth
Painted Dog Research

Talking the same language: Targeting government
communications to non-English speaking customers

DISCUSSION TIME

Craig Young
NWC Opinion Research
DISCUSSION TIME

AFTERNOON TEA - 3-3:30pm
CONSUMER INSIGHTS

YOUTH

CHAIR: Robyn Hayes

CHAIR: Kristy Barker

Innovating our way out of the recession ...how research can help

No more blank faces and mumbled responses: A new way to
research teens
Bryant George with Emma Lewis
Stancombe Research & Planning

Peter Kenny - Colmar Brunton
Insight without consumers: Brands are turning to culture
Peter Drinkwater with Melissa Carey - Added Value
Why great insights are like a fridge: Open them up and the
light goes on!
Orlando Wood - BrainJuicer
DISCUSSION TIME

It is all about me… or is it?
Sally Joubert - Luma
with Georgia Phillips - add+impact
Between a rock and a hot place
Ainslie Williams - Vivid
with Grant Malpas - Cancer Council NSW
DISCUSSION TIME

5PM: AMSRS AGM
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7PM: AMSRS CONFERENCE DINNER
Program correct at time of print. Changes may occur.

ASIA PACIFIC RESEARCH CONFERENCE
AMSRS is proud to host the inaugural Asia Pacific Research Conference at the Hilton Hotel in Sydney. The Society is
collaborating with our equivalent organisations in Japan, China and Korea to launch an Asia Pacific conference with
invited speakers and delegates from the region. Members from the market research associations in these countries
will be invited to attend, as well as those from other related member organisations in the region including New Zealand,
Malaysia, Singapore, Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam.
The Asia Pacific Research Conference will give conference delegates the opportunity to hear the best papers from our
neighbours and be exposed to new thinking from the Asia Pacific region. Australian researchers will also have the
opportunity to develop relationships with allied marketing services professionals and their Asia Pacific neighbours.
There will be a dedicated Asia Pacific session at the conference on Day 1 as well as an industry update on what is
happening in the region on Day 2.

METRICS & MEASUREMENT
CHAIR: Sol Lebovic
Demonstrating the return on investment of customer
experience: The Flight Centre case study
Steven Cierpicki
Colmar Brunton
All you need is love?
Lisa Lewers
Lewers Research

ASIA PACIFIC RESEARCH
CONFERENCE 2009
Overview of the industry and profession in the
Asia Pacific region
Peter Harris - AMSRS President
Travyn Rhall - CEO Africa Asia Pacific, Millward Brown

At Last! Brand measurement equals brand performance

Discussion Time
Peter Harris - AMSRS President
Travyn Rhall - CEO Africa Asia Pacific, Millward Brown

Ken Roberts with Elaine Wong
Forethought Research

Touch the very end of the China market

DISCUSSION TIME

QUANT TECH
CHAIR: Scott MacLean
How to compute p-values and significance for online data
Tim Bock
numbers
When the real world problem is extremely complex, how
do we overcome excessive cognitive load when mirroring
intensive and intricate information conditions in research?
Con Menictas - AMR Interactive
with Brian Fine - The ORU
Do our measurement scales work the way we think they do?
Jane Scott
News Magazines

Ms Theresa Wei
Client Service Department,
GfK China Retail and Technology Co., Ltd.

An innovative research method using a mobile photo-diary
and advanced respondent management
Keiyou Wang
Business Development Department,
Dentsu Research Inc
An Overview of online research in Korea:
The lesson from the failure
Mr Ryan Hong - Vice President - Lightspeed Research
Dr Heung Chul Lee - Korea President - NIR
Cultural differences, rating scales and interpretation
Paul Chong - NWC Opinion Research
What does Research 2.0 mean to consumers in Asia Pacific?
Steve Cierpicki - Colmar Brunton

DISCUSSION TIME
this session proudly
sponsored by:

Program correct at time of print
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CONFERENCE PROGRAM - DAY 2
All sessions start: 9am
RETAILING

SOCIAL MARKETING
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Why shopper research is not the magic bullet for your
in-store challenges

What gives a social marketing campaign longevity
and success?

Stuart Reeve
Jigsaw Research

Donna van Bueren - TNS Social Research

Smarter pricing
David Donnelly
Instinct and Reason
Mystery shopping in the club industry: the first 11 years
Michelle Pascoe
(OOPS) Optimum Operating Procedures and Services
DISCUSSION TIME

The research after the night before: Understanding and
addressing the problem of binge drinking
Jenny Taylor and Marita Kendrick - Department of Health
and Ageing
Revolution for Evolution: A new approach to road safety
advertising
Joan Young - Colmar Brunton Social Research with Richard
Blackwell - The Motor Accident Commission, SA
DISCUSSION TIME

MORNING TEA - 11:05-11:35am
ARTS & COMMUNITY

EVALUATION AND SOCIAL PROGRESS

CHAIR: Matt Balogh

CHAIR: Alison Wallace

Spinning yarns – Why researchers need to be great
storytellers

Getting kids active: Evaluating the Active After-school
Communities Program

Sam Everingham - Stethoscope Research

Christine Chalmers - Newspoll
with Cecilia Hemana - Australian Sports Commission

Your stories, my stories, different stories: Understanding
how to better engage multicultural audiences with the
Australian Museum and National Museum of Australia
Natalie Jurisic - CIRCA
Matching libraries to communities:
The role of market research
Stephanie Nguyen with Jane Cowell - AEC Group Ltd

AFTERNOONAFTERNOON

O CTO B ER 1

MORNING MORNING

CHAIR: Warwick Hoare

Making a difference with research: for a company and a
local community

A chance to be heard: Evaluating circle sentencing, an
Aboriginal justice program
Anne Redman - Cultural and Indigenous Research Centre
Australia (CIRCA) with Liz West – NSW Attorney General’s
Department
Telling the stories of national progress
Dr Paul Jelfs - Australian Bureau of Statistics
DISCUSSION TIME

Christine Walker - Alliance Strategic Research
DISCUSSION TIME

LUNCH - 12:15-1pm
CHAIR: Peter Harris
BRUCE SULLIVAN - Claiming back balance in your life with the energy of a four year old almost every day!
JANE MALLAM Tourism Queensland - How a job ad influenced promotional campaigns around the world
ASIA PACIFIC PANEL: Asia Pacific Regional Stories – an update from leaders in Japan, China, Korea and Australia

AFTERNOON TEA - 2:50-3:20pm
CHAIR: Duncan Rintoul & Paul Vittles
Pecha Kucha - State of Origin - Short stories, tall tales
Awards / Prizes
THE DREAM PANEL - Envisioning a thriving research industry in 2019 Chaired by Chris Riquier (TNS)
• Andy Dexter • Rigas Harbilas • Neil Lawrence • George Megalogenis • John Sergeant • Felecia White
ANH DO - We’ve boundless plains to share – the cultural melting pot of Australia

5.30pm: AMSRO Annual General meeting
6-8pm: Closing Drinks hosted by the YRG - 8pm: AMSRS Fellows Dinner

SAMPLE SLAM

RELATIONSHIPS & ARCHETYPES

CHAIR: Phil Hughes

CHAIR: Tracey Hardie

Leveraging interactive techniques to engage online respondents
Roxan Toll - GMI

Caught in the middle
Jacqui Cristiano - Australian Taxation Office

Consistency testing of online research panels
Steve Gittelman & Elaine Trimarchi - Mktg Inc

The secret diary of Riita Researcher
Tiina Raikko - FUEL

Market research and customer analytics: Friends or foes?
David Bednall - Deakin University

The story of us: Archetypes for researchers

Segmenting online panelists: A volunteering perspective
Jason Buchanan - Research Now
with Andrea Vocino - Deakin University
Online research communities and customer advisory panels: A
practical session
Andrew Cooper - Verve

Victoria Gamble with Carolyn Childs - TNS
A road trip into masculinity
James Pike - Added Value
DISCUSSION TIME

DISCUSSION TIME

WEB 2.0

OPS SESSION

YRG SESSION

CHAIR: Chris Mawn

WELCOME: Ian Thomas - AMSRO

WELCOME: Peter Harris, AMSRS

Research 2.0. It’s all the buzz but what drives member
engagement? How to ensure online research communities
succeed

Battling adversity in project
management
Andy Cubie - Ipsos UK

The story of “us” – understanding
marketing and social researchers
as a group
Amanda Fowler - TNS
Louise Genge - Bpay Ltd Pty

Daniel Alexander-Head - Colmar Brunton

Working from home
Dr Melissa Gregg - Sydney University

Complete life: Understanding digital expression for deeper
insight
Paul Merrell - ruby cha cha
with Ross McLelland - Vodafone Australia

Operationally speaking, what’s
the story on online qual?
Barbara Jones - Creative Catalyst
Insights

Beyond what you know:
Interesting Papers
Freedom from fear: Campaign
against domestic violence
Donna van Bueren - TNS Social Research

Market research’s second life
Chris Thomas - Direction First
Online communities & their relationship to client owned panels
Kris Hartvigson - Vision Critical Group
The daily insight diet and the irrelevance of
professional weightwatchers
Erica van Lieven - Direction First
DISCUSSION TIME

Career development: Successful Stories
- How I got here / There
• Hugh Mackay
• Martin O’Shannessy - Newspoll
QUESTION TIME

LUNCH - 12:30-1:15pm
Indigenous fieldwork:
Are the rules so black and white?
Noel Niddrie - Winangali
Mumbai calling: The next
research haven?
Catriona Wallace - ACA Research
Beauty and the geek: The importance
of good looking online surveys and the
impact on data quality.
Chris Mawn & Gillian Milne yellowSquares
Technology and innovation:
Developments in fieldwork from
around the globe
Jason Buchanan - Research Now

QUANT
Online research: what’s missing from
the textbooks
Tim Bock - numbers
At last! Brand measurement equals
brand performance
Ken Roberts - Forethought Research
QUAL
Sensing an idea
Angela Thomas - The Chair
The long and the short of online qual
Barbara Jones - Creative Catalyst
Insights

To take advantage of the discounted rates for either of these sessions you must qualify as an OPS or
YRG delegate. To review the criteria and eligibility terms and conditions, please go the AMSRS website.

this session proudly
sponsored by:

this session proudly
sponsored by:

DePend
A D&M Research Brand

web surveys | data processing | analysis
spot colours changes to CMYK
Font: Shannon

“We do it, so you don’t have to!”

2726 Solid C

326 Solid C

Program correct at time of print
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REGISTRATION
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How to register
in three easy steps
Y
DA
O
RT
TE
S
I
G
RE

Early Bird Savings:

Packages Available:

Take advantage of the Early Bird Rates!
Register before 4th September 2009 and save.

Full conference delegate package

Cancellation Policy:
Due to considerable administrative costs incurred in registration
processing, a fee equivalent to 20% of the registration fee will be charged for
any cancellations received prior to the 16th September 2009. Cancellations
after 16th September 2009 to Friday 25th September @ 5pm will be subject
to a 50% cancellation fee, representing costs charged by the venue for
confirmed numbers. From Friday 25th September @ 5pm cancellations
will incur a 100% cancellation fee. Delegate substitutions are a welcome
alternative and in this instance no fees will be charged. All requests for
cancellations or substitutions MUST be made in writing to the Society and
will be honoured only if they have been confirmed in writing by the Society.

Closing Dates
The closing dates for registrations are:
Early Bird Booking: Before 4th September 2009
Registrations: 16th September 2009
Late registrations will be considered, depending on the
availability of places

Further Information
For further information regarding the conference, contact Leslea Clements at
AMSRS, leslea.clements@amsrs.com.au or (02) 9566 3100.
For information regarding the registration website or payments please
contact the friendly staff at info salons (02) 9211 7343.

Register online at
www.amsrs.com.au
or (02) 9211 7343
If you would like more information on registering for the YRG or
Ops Sessions please contact the Francesca Amante by phone
on 0295663100 or by email at francesca.amante@amsrs.com.au
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Select the package
that you want

This includes:
One two day Conference pass (Wednesday and Thursday)
One pass to the Gala Dinner @ the Hilton
One pass to the Closing Drinks hosted by the YRG @ the Arthouse Hotel
One full delegate bag with delegate book & Conference CD
* Does not include post-Conference Workshops

W
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QPMR Full Delegate DISCOUNTED Packagefo

As per the full package ONLY discounted for QPMR registered members

Company Rover Delegate Package
This includes:
One two day Conference pass (Wednesday and Thursday)
One pass to the Gala Dinner @ the Hilton
One full delegate bag with delegate book & Conference CD
* Does not include Closing Drinks hosted by the YRG
* Does not include Post-Conference Workshops
This pass is shared between different delegates from the same
company, however only one delegate can attend at any one time – access
to the venue & social events will be by your one lanyard pass only, this
can be left at the front desk for pick up by following delegates. Your
company name only will be shown on your pass. Additional tickets for
social events can be purchased separately.

One Day Pass
This includes:
A one day Conference passes (Wednesday or Thursday)
One full delegate bag with delegate book & Conference CD
* Does not include Post-Conference Workshops
* This package does not include any social events

Operations Session Pass
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This session in specifically designed for people working in Operations
departments (field, recruiters, panel and data processors, coders,
operations staff)
A ticket to the Operations Session will allow entry of that session
(starting at 11am) on Thursday 1st October and will allow entry into the
main plenary for the closing of the conference.
Eligibility Conditions and booking for this Session will be handled directly
with AMSRS – please visit the AMSRS website for more information.
*Does not include Post-Conference Workshops
*This package does not include any social events

YRG Session Pass
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This session in specifically designed for people who qualify as a Young
Researcher (under 35 or less than 5 years in the industry).
A ticket to the YRG Session will allow entry of that session (starting at 11
am) on Thursday 1st October and will allow entry into the main plenary
for the closing of the conference.
Eligibility Conditions and booking for this Session will be handled directly
with AMSRS – please visit the AMSRS website for more information.
*Does not include Post-Conference Workshops
*This package does not include the gala dinner;
it does include the closing drinks.

*what’s your story in research?
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or (02) 9211 7343

Workshop Registration

Note the
closing dates!

Conference CD

All workshops are additional to the packages listed.

A CD containing submitted conference
papers from the two days.

There are 3 workshops to choose from on Friday morning, 2nd October
from 9am – 1pm.

CONFERENCE CD

2

Register online at
www.amsrs.com.au

(Included in Full Conference,
One Day and Company Rover tickets
only)

You can attend one workshop only as they will run concurrently.
There will be hot and cold beverages supplied with a light morning tea.

Accommodation:

Additional Social Events

Accommodation is available at the Hilton Hotel during your stay at
our conference. AMSRS has secured exceptional rates at the 5 star
Hotel and these rates are exclusive to our conference delegates.

You can purchase additional tickets to the social events for colleagues,
friends or partners.
Wednesday Night - Gala Dinner at the Hilton

Hilton Standard Guest Room = $240

Thursday Night – Closing Drinks hosted by the YRG
at the Arthouse Hotel

To book accommodation at these special rates, please contact Selina
Aoake on the contact details below and quote ”AMSRS”.

Please note, set seating or reserved tables are not available
– arrive early to hold your space.

Selina Aoake - Groups and Tours Coordinator
Hilton Sydney, 488 George Street, Sydney, NSW 2000
Direct Line: 61 2 9265 6046, Direct Fax: 61 2 9266 2083
Email: selina.aoake@hilton.com Website: www.sydney.hilton.com

Package Prices

All figures are in $AUD and include GST. Members’ rates are only available to AMSRS Members.

Members

Non
Members

Members

Non
Members

QPMR

Early Bird
Rate

Early Bird
Rate

After Early
Bird

After Early
Bird

Early Rate

$1,265

$1,540

$1,540

$1,760

$1100

$620

$759

$759

$902

$1,463

$1,463

$1,672

$1,672

Gala Dinner

$195

$195

$195

$195

Closing Drinks (hosted by YRG)

$66

$66

$66

$66

Workshops

$352

$440

$440

$550

CD

$99

$99

$99

$99

Operations Session*

$176

$176

$176

$176

YRG Session**

$264

$264

$264

$264

Registration Package
Full Conference
One Day
Company Rover
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Full eligibility
requirements
available on the
AMSRS website.

* This session is specifically for: field, recruiters, panel and data processors, coders, operations staff.
** This session is specifically for YRG delegates. To qualify you must be under 35 years of age or in the first five years of your research career.
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SPONSORS
CONFERENCE SPONSORS

The Society extends its sincere thanks to our sponsors, who have helped to make the Conference possible.

Platinum Sponsor

Gold Sponsors

Social/Gala Sponsor

Co-Sponsors

Silver Sponsors

Session Sponsors

DePend
A D&M Research Brand

spot colours changes to CMYK
Font: Shannon

web surveys | data processing | analysis
“We do it, so you don’t have to!”

2726 Solid C

Bronze Sponsors

326 Solid C

Award Sponsors

For further information:
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Leslea Clements, Events and Operations Manager
Ph: 02 9566 3103 | Fax: 02 9571 5944 | www.amsrs.com.au
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